31PC INDEXABLE BORING BAR SET

**Features:**
- Extreme gloss finish
- Utilizes 80° diamond CCMT inserts
- Negative 5° end or side cutting angle
- Bar hardness approx. 45 HRC
- The insert is securely held with a Torx screw to reduce tool slipping

**Set INCLUDES:**
- 31pcs set contains:
  - 4pcs indexable boring bars (SCLCR)
  - 1pc each of 3/8", 1/2", 5/8" & 3/4"
  - 10pcs CCMT 21.5 TiN coated inserts
  - 10pcs CCMT 32.5 TiN coated inserts
  - 4pcs Torx screws
  - 2pcs Torx wrench
  - 1pc aluminum fitting case

**Item:** P252-S410

**(CCMT)**

**Price:** $330.00 set

---

REPLACEMENT SCREW

**Item:** P252-S412

**(TCMT)**

**Price:** $330.00 set

---

SCLCR INDEXABLE BORING BAR CUTTING ALUMINUM

**Features:**
- Extremely fine gloss finish
- Utilizes 80° diamond CCMT inserts
- Negative 5° end or side cutting angle
- Bar hardness approx. 45 HRC
- Item #0046-0934 to 0940: screw for boring bar

---

SCLCR INDEXABLE BORING BAR

(oxide finish body)

---

CARBIDE INSERT CVD COATED, BPS101

---

S-MWLN HEAVY-DUTY BORING BAR

(oxide finish body)

---

CARBIDE INSERT CVD COATED, BPS251

---

90 DEGREE, INDEXABLE BORING BAR SET

(Round Shank, oxide finish body)

---

CARBIDE INSERT, TIN COATED

---

NOT SOLD SEPARATELY